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A motion-scheduled LPV control of full car vertical dynamics

M.Q.Nguyen1∗, O.Sename1, L.Dugard 1

Abstract— In this paper, we present a motion-scheduled
LPV/H∞ suspension controller that takes into account the three
main motions of the vehicle vertical dynamics: bounce, roll
and pitch motions. The new approach aims, by using a motion
detection method, at designing a controller which is able to
adapt the suspension forces at the four corners of the vehicle,
in order to mitigate the road-induced effects. The motion
detection strategy is based on the supervison of load transfer
distributions (pitch and roll motions). The main idea of the LPV
control is to use three scheduling parameters, representative
of the motion distribution of the car dynamics, in order to
adapt and distribute efficiently the suspension actuators. A
full 7 degree of freedom (DOF) vertical model is used to
describe the body motion (chassis and wheels) and to synthesize
the LPV controller. The controller solution, derived in the
LPV/H∞ framework, is based on the LMI solution for polytopic
systems. Some simulation results are presented that show the
effectiveness of this approach.

Keywords: Vehicle dynamics, LPV/H∞ control, suspension
control, motion detection, load transfer distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automotive vehicles are extremely complex systems
composed of many subsytems that, in particular enhance
the driving comfort, stability and safety thanks to either
passive (seat belt...) or active solutions using various
actuators (ESC- electronic stability control, ABS- anti-lock
braking system, controlled suspensions...). Together with
many recent breakthroughs in the automotive industry,
many studies have been fulfilled on either the suspension
control aspects or the steering-braking control strategies, or
a combination of them. (e.g. see [1], [2])

The suspension systems play a key role in vehicle dynam-
ics. Indeed, a well designed suspension system may consider-
ably improve not only the passenger comfort but also the car
road holding. Several control design problems for suspension
systems have then been tackled with many approaches during
the last decades. In [3],[4] the authors presented several
control strategies for semi-active suspensions (based on the
Skyhook, Groundhook, ADD and LPV approaches). Other
works concerning quarter car model have dealt with optimal
control [5], adaptive control [6] or robust linear control [7].
Suspension control problems have also been solved on a half
car models using an optimal control [8] , or multi-objective
control [9] or decoupling strategies [10]. Finally a full car
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vertical model was considered to simultaneously handle
the bounce, pitch and roll motions, using a mixed H2/H∞

multiobjective control [11], or developing H∞ controllers for
two decoupled vehicle heave-pitch and roll-warp subsystems
[12] .

Moreover, the vehicle motion depends considerably on
the road conditions and it is well admitted that the vehicle
dynamics (in terms of comfort and road holding) will benefit
from the online adaptation of the suspension performances.
Let us mention also the ”Magic Body Control” system [13]
of Mercedes which achieves such an adaptation using online
camera-based measurements of road profile. Some studies
have been developed to adapt the suspension actuators ac-
cording to the road environments (see [14] and [15]) based
only on existing usual sensors (accelerometers, gyrometers).
Recently, a motion mode energy method was developped by
calculating the energy contribution of each vibration mode to
the entire vehicle vibration. It is used to design a switched
control that handles the bounce, roll and pitch motions in
[16]. However, it can lead to abrupt changes and the stability
is not proved.
In the present work, a new simple (and easy to implement)
way to detect the vehicle motions is proposed, which uses
the online computation of the load transfer distribution.

More specifically, the main contribution of this paper
is to propose for the first time a motion-scheduled Multi-
Input Multi-Output (MIMO) LPV controller to enhance the
car vertical dynamics using suspension actuators only. The
MIMO suspension control strategy is designed in the LPV
framework in order to allow for real time performance adap-
tation according to the vehicle dynamics. Indeed, by using
a suitable definition of varying parameters, the controller
admits a smooth transition from a motion-mode to another.
Since the passengers’ comfort is the main objective in this
work, the aim is to improve the road induced vibration
insulation on the bounce, roll and pitch motions. Thanks
to LPV/H∞ framework, the suspension controller ensures
the stability and performances of the closed system for all
parameter variations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to a
brief description of the full vehicle model used for synthesis
and validation. Section III presents the method allowing to
detect the different motions of vehicle. Section IV describes
the design of a LPV/H∞ suspension controller that will adapt
to the three motions of chassis. In section V, the results of
the proposed method are given along with some time domain
simulations. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in the last
section.
Throughout the paper, the following notations will be



adopted: subscripts i=( f ,r) and j=(l,r) are used to identify
the vehicle front, rear and left, right positions respectively.
The subscripts (s, t) stand for the forces provided by suspen-
sions and tires, respectively. The index (x,y,z) denotes forces
or dynamics in the longitudinal, lateral and vertical axes,
respectively. zde f i j holds for the suspension deflection at each
corner of the vehicle. m = ms +mus f l +mus f r +musrl +musrr

is the total vehicle mass.

II. VEHICLE MODELING
In this work, a full car vertical model is used for the

analysis and control of the vehicle dynamic behaviors. This
is a 7 degree of freedom (DOF) suspension model, obtained
from a nonlinear full vehicle model (referred in [2],[17],
[18]). The corresponding parameters are given in the table I.
This model not only involves the chassis dynamics ( vertical
(zs), roll (θ ) and pitch(φ )), but it also figures out the vertical
displacements of the wheels (zusi j ). The dynamic equations
of this 7 DOF model are given as follows:

msz̈s =−Fs f l −Fs f r−Fsrl −Fsrr +Fdz
Ixθ̈ = (−Fs f r +Fs f l)t f +(−Fsrr +Fsrl)tr +mhay +Mdx
Iyφ̈ = (Fsrr +Fsrl)lr− (Fs f r +Fs f l)l f −mhax +Mdy
musz̈usi j =−Fsi j +Ftzi j

(1)
where Ix (resp. Iy) is the moment of inertia of the sprung

mass around the longitudinal (resp. lateral) axis, h: the height
of center of gravity (COG), zs the vertical displacement of
COG, θ the roll angle of the sprung mass, φ the pitch angle
of the sprung mass, zusi j the vertical displacements of wheels,
ax,ay denote the x- and y-directional accelerations of the
chassis, Fdz is the vertical force disturbance; Mdx,Mdy are
the disturbance moments along the x,y-axis respecitively).
Ftzi j are the vertical tire forces, given as:

Ftzi j =−kti j(zusi j − zri j) (2)

where kti j : the stiffness coefficient of the tires.
Suspension model: The vertical suspension forces Fsi j

at the 4 corners of the vehicle are modeled by a spring
and a damper (see [19]) with non linear characteristics for
simulation and linear ones for control design. The equation
(3) allows to model the suspension force used in the control
design step:

Fsi j = ki j(zsi j − zusi j)+ ci j(żsi j − żusi j)+uH∞

i j (3)

where ki j is the nominal spring stiffness coefficient, zsi j is
the chasis position at each corner, ci j the nominal damping
coefficient and uH∞

i j the suspension control (uH∞

i j = 0 holds
for passive suspension).
By substituting the tire force equations (2) and the suspen-
sion force equations (3) into the vehicle equations (1) and
assuming that the roll and pitch angles are small enough,
the state-space representation of the dynamical equation (1)
is given by ([20]):

ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+B1w(t)+B2u (4)

where:
x = [zs θ φ zus f l zus f r zusrl zusrr żs θ̇ φ̇ żus f l żus f r żusrl żusrr]

T

is the state vector of the full car model.

w = [zr f l zr f r zrrl zrrr Fdz Mdx Mdy]
T is the disturbance input

vector, and u = [uH∞

f l ,u
H∞

f r ,u
H∞

rl ,uH∞
rr ]T is the control input

vector.
and A =

(
07×7 I7×7

−Mz
−1Kz −Mz

−1Bz

)
; B2 =

(
07×4

Mz
−1Ta

)
;

B1 =

(
07×4 07×3

Mz
−1Kr I7×3

)
; Mz =

(
Ms 03×4

04×3 Mu

)
;

Bz =

(
T BsT T −T Bs
−BsT T Bs

)
; Kz =

(
T KsT T −T Ks
−KsT T Ks +Kt

)
;

Kr =

(
03×4
Kt

)
; Ta =

(
T
−I4×4

)
;

Ms = diag[ms, Ix, Iy]; Mu = diag[mus f l ,mus f r,musrl ,musrr] ;
Bs = diag[c f l ,c f r,crl ,crr]; Ks = diag[ks f l ,ks f r,ksrl ,ksrr];

Kt = diag[kt f l ,kt f r,ktrl ,ktrr]; T =

 1 1 1 1
t f −t f tr −tr
−l f −l f lr lr

;

Remark: The manipulations to obtain the state state rep-
resentation of the 7 DOF vertical model of the vehicle is
omitted here. The interested reader can refer to [21], [20]
for more details.

In the remaining sections, this 7DOF model is used to
design a LPV control with suspension actuators (see Fig.1).
One uses also the ”Clipped strategy” (as [3]) that insures the
dissipativity caracteristic of the semi-active suspension. The
”clipped method” is derived thanks to the force/deflection
relation shown in Fig. 2. The principle is simple: for a given
deflection speed (żde f ), if the controller gives a force F∗ out
of the achivable force area, the force provided to the system
will be the projection F⊥ of F∗ on the admissible force
range, ensuring the semi-activeness property. This method
will be integrated in the simulation.

Fig. 1. Suspension control plant using motion detect

Fig. 2. Clipped approach principe



Symbol Value Unit Signification
ms 350 kg suspended mass
mus f j 35 kg front unsprung mass
musr j 32.5 kg rear unsprung mass
Ix; Iy; Iz 250;1400;2149 kg.m2 roll, pitch, yaw inertia
Iw 1 kg.m2 wheel inertia
t f ; tr 1.4;1.4 m front, rear axle
l f ; lr 1.4;1 m COG-front, rear distance
R 0.3 m nominal wheel radius
h 0.4 m chassis height
k f j 29500 N/m front suspension stiffness
kr j 20000 N/m rear suspension stiffness
c f j 1500 N/m/s front suspension damping
cr j 3000 N/m/s rear suspension damping
kti j 208000 N/m tire stiffness
cti j 10 N/m/s tire damping
bt 8.3278 − lateral tire parameter
ct 1.1009 − lateral tire parameter
dt 2268 − lateral tire parameter
et −1.1661 − lateral tire parameter
g 9.81 m/s2 gravitational constant

TABLE I
RENAULT MÉGANE COUPÉ PARAMETERS

III. VEHICLE MOTION DETECTION

The study of vehicle dynamics is complex since it requires
to account for translation (lateral, longitudinal, vertical) and
rotation (roll, pitch, yaw) modes. As emphasized in many
works, they are strongly coupled even if the vehicle dynamics
are often decomposed to solve some local problems (braking
control, steering control...).
This paper is concerned with the improvement of the ver-
tical dynamics that include vertical, pitch, and roll mo-
tions. More particularly, as considered in previous studies
([11],[12],[16],[22]...) the objective is to develop a suspen-
sion control strategy that aims at reducing the effect of the
road induced vibrations, and thus to enhance the passengers’
comfort. Note that the road holding objective could be
considered as well since the 7 DOF model accounts for the
wheel position dynamics (this could be the scope of future
works). Moreover, as stated in the introduction, the vibration
insulation for the vertical, roll and pitch motions will be
based on a motion detection strategy by using the estimation
of some load transfers.

Motions supervision based on load transfers: This method
consists in calculating the load transfer distributions as
represented in Fig.3:

Fig. 3. Motion detection using load transfer distribution

Roll monitoring by lateral load transfer (ρ1):
The main idea is based on the evaluation the lateral load
transfer when the vehicle is running (see [23]). As soon
as there exists a load transfer from the left to the right
or vice-versa, it means that the vehicle is faced with roll

vibrations. Computing the right and left vertical forces
allows to define:

ρ1 = |
Fzl −Fzr

Fzl +Fzr

| (5)

with: {
Fzl = ms

g
2 +msh

ay
l f

Fzr = ms
g
2 −msh

ay
lr

(6)

where Fzl and Fzr are the vertical forces, ay is the lateral
acceleration. Note that ρ1 ∈ [0 1]. When ρ1 → 0, there are
neither lateral load transfer, nor roll motion. When ρ1 6= 0,
the vehicle is in the roll motion.
Pitch monitoring by longitudinal load transfer(ρ2):
Using the same principle as previously, the longitudinal load
transfer (see [24]) is defined between the front and rear
wheels when the vehicle accelerates or brakes, leading to
pitch vibration. The pitch monitor is then defined as:

ρ2 = |
(Fz f

L
lr
−Fzr

L
l f
)

(Fz f
L
lr
+Fzr

L
l f
)
| (7)

where Fz f ,Fzr are the front and rear forces, given by :{
Fz f = ms(

lr
L cos(φ)+ h

L sin(φ))−msax
h
L

Fzr = ms(
l f
L cos(φ)− h

L sin(φ))+msax
h
L

(8)

where ax is the longitudinal acceleration. Note that ρ2 ∈ [0 1].
In reality, when the vehicle speeds up, the load is transferred
to the rear wheels, and during the braking it is transfered to
the front wheels. The longitudinal load transfer distribution
is handled as: whilst ρ2 → 0, there are no longitudinal load
transfer, no pitch motion. Conversely when ρ2 6= 0, the pitch
motion is detected.
Bounce monitoring (ρ3):
Thanks to the two load transfer distribution monitoring
system for roll and pitch motions, an another scheduling
parameter ρ3 will be used to monitor the bounce motion.
This parameter is chosen as:

ρ3 = |(1−ρ1−ρ2)|. (9)

By this way, ρ3 ∈ [0 1], when ρ3 6= 0, the vertical motion
(zs) should be taken into account.

Remark: In this load transfer distribution method, only
two accelerometers are needed to measure the lateral and
longitudinal accelerations, one gyrometer sensor to measure
the pitch angle. Thus, it is much easier than the energy
method developed in [16] (that requires much more sensors)
to implement in real time .

IV. A LPV/H∞ SUSPENSION CONTROLLER FOR
GLOBAL CHASSIS DYNAMIC

From the previous motion detection strategies, an LPV/H∞

motion-scheduled suspension control is proposed to ame-
liorate the vehical vertical dynamics. This controller is de-
signed in the H∞ framework, which allows to get real-time
adaptive performances using parameter dependent weighting
functions.



A. Global control structure model

The controller is tuned thanks to the LPV/H∞ strategy us-
ing a full 7 DOF vertical model. The generalized plant, given
in Fig.4, includes the parameterized weighting functions. As

Fig. 4. Suspension generalized control plant

discussed previously, one uses the three varying parameters
to schedule the weighting functions for the control objectives.
These filters are selected as follows:
• Wzs(ρ3) = ρ3

3
s/(2π f1)+1 is shaped to reduce bounce am-

plification of the sprung mass (zs) between [0,10]Hz
( f1 = 8Hz).

• Wθ (ρ1) = ρ1
2

s/(2π f2)+1 , aims at attenuating the roll am-
plification in low frequency ( f2 = 2Hz).

• Wφ (ρ2) = ρ2
2

s/(2π f3)+1 reduces the pitch motion in par-
ticularly in low frequency ( f3 = 2Hz).

• Wu = 10−2 limits the control signal amplification. The
coefficient is chosen according to the actuator gain.

In addition, some weighting functions, derived by Wzri j =

3.10−2 are used to shape the road profiles (zri j).
The authors stress that the interest of parameter dependant

weighting functions is to allow for performance adaptation to
the behavior of the vehicle dynamic. Indeed, the suspension
actuators will be tuned according to the varying parameters in
order to meet the desired performance. For example, as far as
the roll motion is concerned, when the scheduling parameter
ρ1 −→ 1, the gain of the weighting function Wθ (ρ1) is large,
and therefore the roll angle will be penalized. In the same
way, when ρ2,ρ3 are large, the pitch and bounce motions
will be reduced.

It is worth noting that, while the model car is a LTI system,
the generalized plant (which consists of the suspension
model and weighting functions) is a LPV one. Moreover,
according to the interconnection between the 7 DOF vertical
model Σvert and the weighting functions defined above, the
following parameter dependent suspension generalized plant
(Σgv(ρ))is obtained:

Σgv(ρ) :

 ξ̇ = A(ρ)ξ +B1(ρ)w̃+B2u
z̃ =C1(ρ)ξ +D11(ρ)w̃+D12u
y =C2ξ +D21w̃

(10)

where ξ = [χvert χw f ]
T , χvert ,χw f are the vertical model

and weighting function states respectively.
z̃ = [z1 z2 z3 z4]

T are the controlled outputs,
w̃ = [zri j Fdz Mdx,y]: the disturbance input signals,
y = zde f i j ; u = [uH∞

f l ,u
H∞

f r ,u
H∞

rl ,uH∞
rr ]T : the suspension control

signals,
ρ = [ρ1 ρ2 ρ3]: the varying parameters, ρi ∈ [01], i = 1,2,3.
The generalized plant (10) depends on 3 varying parameters
(ρ1,ρ2,ρ3), so Σgv(ρ) can be expressed as a polytopic
system composed by N = 23 vertices ωi, i=1, ...,8:

Σgv(ρ) = Σ
N=23

i=1 αi(ρ)Σ
i
gv(ρ) (11)

where αi(ρ) :=
Π3

k=1|ρk−C(ωi)k|
Π3

k=1(ρk−ρk)
, i = 1, ...,8 and

Σ8
i=1αi(ρ) = 1; ρk ∈ [ρk ρk].

Σi
gv(ρ) defines the system at ith vertice;

C(ωi)k := {ρk i f (ωi)k = ρk or ρk i f (ωi)k = ρk}.
It is important to note that the suspension controller is
designed using a LPV strategy for the polytopic system.

B. LPV/H∞ polytopic solution

The LPV/H∞ problem (see [25] ) consists in finding a
stabilizing controller, scheduled by ρ , of the form:

Kc(ρ) :
{

ẋc = Ac(ρ)xc +Bc(ρ)y
uH∞

i j =Cc(ρ)xc
(12)

that minimizes the H∞ norm of transfer function between
the input disturbances w̃ and controlled outputs z̃. The
synthesis of such a controller can be made in the frame-
work of LPV/H∞ based on the LMI solution (see [26],[27])
for polytopic systems (here in the framework of quadratic
stabilization).

Let us note that the generalized plant (10) has no direct
transfer between the input and the output (i.e D22 = 0). More-
over, the input and output matrices [B2,D12], [C2,D21] do not
depend on parameters ρ = [ρ1,ρ2,ρ3]. Then, the polytopic
system is a convex combination (as (11)) of the systems
defined at each vertex of a polytope given by the bounds
of the scheduling parameters. The designed controller is
also the convex combination of the 8 controllers synthesized
at the 8 vertices of the polytope. Thanks to the polytopic
approach, the global suspension controller can ensure the
global stability because each of the controllers at a vertex is
quadratically stable.

The main contribution in this synthesis is that the con-
troller can adapt to vehicle vibrations. This also allows a
smooth transition from a motion to another, and ensures the
closed loop stability for all parameter variations. Moreover,
when ρi 6= 0, i = 1,2,3, the designed controller provides an
accurate suspension force to warrant the vehicle stability and
driving comfort.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

To validate the proposed controller strategy, simulations
are performed on a full non linear vehicle model [2] that
includes non linear suspension forces and numerical values
in the Table I based on a Renault Mégane Coupé.
The following scenario (see Fig.5, Fig.6) is used to test the
effectiveness of the proposed LPV/H∞:
• the vehicle runs at 45km/h in a straight line on dry road

( µ = 1, where µ stands for the adherence to the road).



• A 5cm bump occurs simultaneously on the left and right
wheels (from t = 0.5s to t = 1s) to excite the bounce
motion.

• The vehicle accelerates from t = 3s to t = 3.5s, which
induces a pitch motion.

• A double lines change is performed from t = 2s to t =
6s).

• And a 5cm bump on the left wheels (from t = 5s to
t = 5.5s) during the manoeuvre that causes the roll
vibration.
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Time domain analysis:
The results of the simulation using the load transfer

method to detect the vehicle motions are given below. Fig.7
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shows the longtidunal and lateral accelerations which induce
the pitch and roll motions of the vehicle. The longitudinal
acceleration from t = 3− 3.5s is positive since the vehicle

accelerated. During the manoeuvre (t = 2−6s) and when a
bump occurs on the left wheels (t = 5− 5.5s), the vehicle
has a non zero lateral acceleration.
Fig.8 shows the scheduling parameters for the LPV con-
troller. We see that, at the beginning, the LPV controller
concentrates on improving the bounce motion (ρ1 −→ 1).
From t = 3− 3.5s, the vehicle accelerates, the scheduling
parameter of pitch motion ρ2 increases, the pitch motion
is mitigated. In the same way, when the bump occurs on
left wheels (t = 5− 5.5s), the varying parameter of roll
motion ρ2 allows to tune suspension actuators to reduce this
vibration. Fig.9, Fig. 10 and Fig.11 illustrate the three main
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motions: bounce, roll and pitch respectively of the vehicle
in the controlled suspensions case and compared to the
uncontrolled case (uH∞

i j = 0). Obviously, the LPV suspension
controller gives better performance results for the vehicle
since it reduces the amplification of these motions compared
with the uncontrolled suspension model. Fig.12 shows the
chasis acceleration of the vehicle.
In Fig.13, the input forces Fsi j adapt the suspension ac-

tuators according to the motions of the vehicle so that the
performance objectives are achieved.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presented a new MIMO LPV motion-scheduled
suspension control to enhance the full car vehicle vertical
dynamics. A single suspension LPV controller is designed
to mitigate the vehicle vibrations and guarantee the ride
quality. It is worth noting that this strategy permits to have
a smooth adaptation when the vehicle has to face road
changing without switching between several controllers that
would be dedicated to a specific mode. The authors stress
that using the LPV framework allows also to simplify the
implementation procedure. The next step of this work will
be the implementation of this strategy on a test benchmark,
available at Gipsa-lab Grenoble, developed in collaboration
with a high-tech start-up ”SOBEN”. It consists of a ve-
hicle equipped with four controllable Electro-Rheological
dampers, and of 4 DC motors generating separately different
road profiles on each wheel. First experimental results on the
test-bed are presented in [28] .
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